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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

RTL NETWORKS, INC. FEATURED ON NATIONALLY-SYNDICATED
STARTUPNATION® RADIO BROADCAST WITH DENVER’S MAYOR, JOHN
HICKENLOOPER

DENVER, CO-- Tune in to the upcoming StartupNation®(www.startupnation.com) radio
program, featuring Richard Lewis, PRESIDENT/CEO - RTL NETWORKS, INC., along
with the Mayor of Denver, John Hickenlooper, a successful and respected entrepreneur
and one of TIME Magazine’s the top five big-city mayors in America (April 2005). Listen
as the two discuss the topic of entrepreneurship and offer helpful hints and strategies on
how to penetrate the marketplace and build a successful business. This radio show will air
on June 25th and 26th at 7pm EST/5pm MST and will be archived thereafter on the
StartupNation website http://www.startupnation.com/pages/radio/RD_June25_2005.asp.
Go to www.startupnation.com to find a radio station near you!

StartupNation: ”We are thrilled with your [RTL Networks, Inc.] recent participation on the
nationally-syndicated StartupNation® Radio program.” And why not? RTL Networks,
Inc. is a minority owned firm with more than three successful years of experience dealing

with commercial, Department of Defense (DoD), Federal, state and local governmental
organizations. RTL Networks, Inc. boasts satisfied customers ranging from the White
House to the National Basketball Association (NBA) and has thrived in the areas of
hardware and software product sales and services despite very tough economic conditions.
RTL Networks, Inc. credits much its success to its highly skilled engineers and a time
tested methodology to ensure the quality of every engagement. RTL Networks sells
products from a variety of vendors, such as Cisco Systems, Konica-Minolta and Extreme
Networks around the world and provides services to multiple regions throughout the
country. Services offered by RTL Networks, Inc. include:

•

Network Architecture Planning, Design and Implementation

•

Network Infrastructure Assessments and Baselining

•

Network Security Policy and Framework Development

•

IT Strategic Planning and Roadmap Development

•

Program and Project Management

•

Cable Splicing and Installation

•

Staff Augmentation

•

Network Maintenance
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